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The Implementation of Guaran�a on JavaTMAlexandre Olivaoliva@dcc.unicamp.br Luiz Eduardo Buzatobuzato@dcc.unicamp.brLaborat�orio de Sistemas Distribu��dosInstituto de Computa�c~aoUniversidade Estadual de CampinasSeptember 1998AbstractGuaran�a is a reective architecture that aims at simplicity, exibility, security andreuse of meta-level code. It is implemented as an extension of Ka�e OpenVMTM, a freeimplementation of the JavaTM Virtual Machine.We describe the Java classes that implement the meta-object protocol of Guara-n�a, and the modi�cations introduced in the virtual machine to intercept and reify ofoperations.Finally, we evaluate the performance impact of our modi�cations, and suggest someoptimizations that may be implemented in the future.1 IntroductionGuaran�a [3]is a software architecture for computational reection [2, 4] that introduces aruntime meta-object protocol that allows for dynamic composition of meta-objects in orderto build up potentially complex meta-level behavior. This leads to the development ofsimple, coherent meta-objects. The possibility for their composition improves code reuse.The fact that this composition can be established and modi�ed at run time, on a per-object basis, makes Guaran�a exible. Finally, its meta-object protocol provides controlledaccess to the meta-level of an object, helping separate meta-level from base-level concerns,just like encapsulation helps with the separation of interface from implementation in theobject-oriented paradigm.In the next section, we briey describe the reective architecture of Guaran�a. Section 3contains a description of our implementation of this architecture, extending a freely-availableJava1 Virtual Machine. In Section 4, we present some �gures about the impact of Guara-n�a on the performance of applications, then we list some possible future optimizations inSection 5. Finally, in Section 6, we summarize the main points of the text.1Java is a trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc. 1



2 Reective ArchitectureThis section assumes familiarity with concepts pertinent to computational reection. Al-though not strictly required, some familiarity with Guaran�a is desirable, as this sectionserves only to introduce Guaran�a in a very concise manner. For a detailed explanation,please refer to [3].Any object may be directly associated with at most one meta-object, called its primarymeta-object. If such an association exists, the kernel of Guaran�a will intercept and reifyall method invocations and �eld accesses made to the base-level object and present themto the associated primary meta-object. This meta-object may reply with a result for theoperation, a replacement operation|to be performed instead of the requested one|, ora request to observe or modify the result of the operation (or its replacement), after it isperformed.One of the actions that a meta-object may take when dealing with an intercepted oper-ation or result is to delegate it to other meta-objects. When a meta-object plays the role ofdelegator, it is called a composer. Composers have a central role in the reective architectureof Guaran�a: they are fundamental to allow the combination of several autonomous meta-objects into a meta-configuration. As composers are themselves meta-objects, they may becomposed further, in a potentially in�nite hierarchy. Furthermore, every meta-object, justlike any other object, can have its own meta-configuration, in another potentially in�niteorthogonal hierarchy.There is no way for an object to �nd out what meta-object is its primary meta-object.This impossibility is intentional: we believe that an object should not interact with its meta-objects; it should not even be aware of their existence, otherwise the separation of concernsbetween the levels would be broken. The meta level, on the other hand, is responsible forcontrolling the base level, so a meta-object does know what objects are associated with it.Meta-objects have privileged access to objects whose meta-configurations they belongto. They can create operations that violate standard access control by using operationfactories, distributed whenever a meta-object is associated with the base-level object, andinvalidated as soon as the primary meta-object is replaced.The composition structure determines a hierarchy of authority and control over thebase-level object. The primary meta-object is the highest authority, so it is able to restrictthe ability of their components to create operations or set their results. The identity ofthe primary meta-object of an object is protected, so as to prevent this hierarchy frombeing subverted. Thus, a meta-object is usually unable to tell whether it is the primarymeta-object of an object, since it is possible for a composer to hide from its components,by interacting with other meta-objects just like the kernel of Guaran�a would.Recon�guration requests are also subject to the approval of the existing meta-config-uration. It is possible to request for the replacement of subsets of the meta-configurationof an object, and it is up to the existing meta-configuration to determine the new meta-configuration, that may be any combination of the requested meta-configuration with theexisting one.The meta-configuration of a class can a�ect the meta-configuration of its instancesin two situations: (i) when a recon�guration request is issued to an object that lacks a2



meta-configuration, the meta-configuration of its class and of its base classes will be giventhe opportunity to inspect and modify the requested meta-configuration, and (ii) when anobject is instantiated, the meta-configuration of the creator is requested to provide a meta-configuration for the new object, then the meta-configuration of the class of the new objectis given the opportunity to try to recon�gure it.These two kinds of interactions with the meta-configuration of an object use a generalmechanism: broadcasting a message to all components of the meta-configuration of an ob-ject. This allows for communication between meta-objects without requiring explicit mutualreferences, and allows the inter-meta-object protocol to be extended without modi�cationsto the interface of class MetaObject.3 ImplementationMost of Guaran�a was coded in Java, but some modi�cations in the Java Virtual Machinewere needed, in order to provide for interception of operations such as invocation of methods,read/write from/to �elds and array elements, creation of objects and arrays, entries andexits from monitors.In the next section, we describe the classes that implement the reective architecture ofGuaran�a. Then, we list the modi�cations we have introduced in Ka�e OpenVM, a free2implementation of the JVM developed at Transvirtual Technologies, so that it supports ourreective architecture.3.1 Classes and InterfacesAll the classes used in the implementation of Guaran�a are de�ned in the package BR.unicamp.Guarana. In this section, a short description of each class used in the implemen-tation of Guaran�a is provided.3.1.1 GuaranaClass Guarana represents the kernel of Guaran�a. It provides methods for modifying meta-configurations of objects (recon�gure), broadcasting Messages to components of a meta-configuration (broadcast), creating proxy objects (makeProxy) and performing operations(perform). This last method is invoked as part of the interception mechanism: it runs theoperation handling protocol, i.e., it presents the rei�ed operation to the primary meta-objectof the target object, delivers the operation to the target object, then, if requested, presentsthe result to the primary meta-object.Internally, some private native methods are used for obtaining and modifying theprimary meta-object of an object, and for delivering an operation to its target object.Some standard Object methods would be useful for gathering information about base-level objects from the meta-level. However, if meta-objects would invoke them directly,these invocations would be intercepted, but then the meta-object might decide to invoke2The Ka�e OpenVM is distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public License.3



the method again, and in�nite recursion would result. Thus, the kernel of Guaran�a o�ersalternate implementations of some of these methods, such as toString, hashCode and get-Class. They take a reference to a base-level object and produce the result that would beproduced by the invocation of the standard implementations of these methods, but they donot interact with the base-level object, removing the risk of in�nite recursion. A methodgetClassName, that obtains the name of a given class, is also provided.3.1.2 OperationEvery base-level operation addressed to an object or class whose meta-configuration is non-null is rei�ed as an Operation object. This class is mostly implemented in native code, forperformance reasons: it would be too expensive to wrap every non-object argument typeinto an array of arguments.This class provides methods for querying the operation about its nature (i.e., method orconstructor invocation, �eld read or write, monitor enter or exit, array length read or arrayelement read or write) and arguments (i.e., the target object, the Thread that created theOperation, the method or constructor to be invoked, or the �eld or array index to be reador written, and the invocation arguments or the value to be written).There are methods for validating and performing operations. The former checks whetheran operation is consistent and can be performed in the base level (because it is possible tocreate inconsistent operation objects); the latter dispatches the operation for interception,validation and execution.This class also provides operations for checking whether an operation is a replacementoperation and what operations are directly or indirectly replaced by it.An implementation of method toString, that fully describes the operation, is also pro-vided.3.1.3 ResultA Result object is implicitly created by the kernel of Guaran�a after an Operation is exe-cuted. It provides methods for querying what Operation it refers to, as well as what is theactual value of the result.However, results can also be created byMetaObjects to modify the result of an operation,by invoking the static methods returnT (where T is Object or a primitive type name) orthrowObject. If the kernel of Guaran�a receives a Result of the throwObject variant as theresult of an Operation, it throws or rethrows the contained Throwable, instead of returningcontrol to the caller.Result objects serve yet another purpose: they can be used by MetaObjects to replaceoperations, and to request permission to observe or modify the result of an operation afterit has been performed. This kind of Result will usually be created and returned by aMetaObject as it handles an Operation.This class is also implemented mostly in native code, in order to avoid as much aspossible wrapping primitive types. 4



3.1.4 MetaExceptionWhenever the interception of a base-level operation terminates by throwing an exception,the kernel of Guaran�a creates a MetaException to encapsulate it. Since MetaException isa subclass of RunTimeException, it can propagate through methods that have not declaredit.3.1.5 MetaObjectThe class MetaObject is the root of the class hierarchy for every possible implementation ofmeta-object. Methods for initialization (initialize) and termination (release), interception ofOperations, Results and Messages (handle), recon�guration (recon�gure) and con�gurationof new objects (con�gure) can be overridden by its subclasses.Although MetaObject is an abstract class, because its instances would not do anythinguseful, there are no abstract methods. All methods implement reasonable defaults, so thatsubclasses can focus on relevant methods only.3.1.6 ComposerA Composer is a meta-object that delegates operations, results and messages to other meta-objects. Thus, it extends class MetaObject by adding two other methods, used to querythe Composer about which MetaObjects it delegates to. Subclasses may specialize methodgetMetaObjectsArray so that it returns an array containing all MetaObjects it may delegateto. A very ine�cient implementation of the previous method is provided, based on the JavaEnumeration returned by the abstractmethod getMetaObjects. Subclassesmust implementthis method, so that the returned Enumeration iterates on all MetaObjects it may delegateto. However, since an Enumeration may contain arbitrary Objects, some of them may beused to provide additional control information about how and when the Composer delegatesto particular MetaObjects. However, there is no standardized form of control information.3.1.7 SequentialComposerThis is a simple specialization of Composer that maintains an array of MetaObjects, and del-egates Operations and Messages (see below) to them sequentially. Results are also delegatedsequentially, but in the reverse order.Besides implementing the standard MetaObject and Composer methods, SequentialCom-poser provides static methods for delegating operations and results to subsets of a meta-object array, as well as for con�guring new objects.3.1.8 MessageThis is a Java interface that provides no methods at all. Only instances of classes thatimplement this interface can be used as arguments to method broadcast of the kernelof Guaran�a, to exchange information with components of the meta-configuration of anObject. 5



This restriction was imposed to prevent arbitrary Objects from being broadcast to meta-configurations. By requiring classes to be de�ned for new types of message, we avoidpossible ambiguities that might have arisen if implementors of di�erent MetaObject hadadopted di�erent meanings for prede�ned classes.3.1.9 NewObjectThis is an implementation of Message that stores a reference to an Object. An instance ofthis class is created by the kernel of Guaran�a as part of the Object creation process, if theinstantiated class has a null meta-configuration.After an Object is allocated and the meta-configuration of its creator determines itsmeta-configuration, but before the constructor of the object is invoked, a NewObject Messageis broadcast to the meta-configuration of the class of the new Object, so that the meta-conf-iguration of the class can try to a�ect the meta-configuration of its instances.The class NewObject implements a single method, that returns a reference to the newly-created Object.3.1.10 NewProxyJust after creating a pseudo object, the method makeProxy of class Guarana creates a New-Proxy Message and broadcasts it to the meta-configuration of the instantiated class. New-Proxy is a subclass of NewObject, whose broadcast allows meta-configurations of classes toreject the creation of proxy Objects by throwing RunTimeExceptions.If the broadcast terminates successfully, method makeProxy will issue a recon�gurationrequest to install the meta-object suggested by its caller as the primary meta-object of thecreated proxy.3.1.11 InstanceRecon�gureThe kernel of Guaran�a broadcasts a Message of this class to the class of an object, as wellas to its superclasses, when it is asked to replace the primary meta-object of an object, butthe meta-configuration of the object is null.Class InstanceRecon�gure provides methods for obtaining references to the object and tothe suggested primary meta-object, as well as for modifying the suggested primary meta-object.After the Message is broadcast to the meta-configuration of all classes up to root ofthe class hierarchy, the meta-object in the InstanceRecon�gure Message is installed as theprimary meta-object, unless it has become null.3.1.12 OperationFactoryAn OperationFactory is associated with a single base-level Object, and it can be used bya MetaObject to create Operations addressed to that Object. OperationFactories providemethods for obtaining a reference to the base-level Object and for creating method and6



constructor invocations, monitor enter and exit, �eld read and write, array length read,array element read and write, and a special do-nothing operation placeholder (nop).Operations can be created as replacement or stand-alone ones. In the former case, theOperation to be replaced must be provided as an additional argument, and some validationis performed. In the latter case, an Operation that can be performed independently of anyother is created.3.1.13 OperationFactoryFilterThis class specializes OperationFactory, so that it delegates operation creation requests toanother OperationFactory. Its methods can be overridden so as to restrict the set of Opera-tions that can be created.3.1.14 HashWrapperHashtables are a powerful feature of Java, but using them for mapping base-level objectsto meta-level data such as operation factories, pending operations, etc, requires some care,because the implementation of Hashtable invokes key object methods such as hashCode andequals.In order to avoid unintended interactions with base-level objects, a meta-level objectshould wrap them with HashWrappers, that implement methods hashCode and equals with-out invoking methods on the base-level object. Note that, if the base-level object specializedany of these methods, the specializations would be disregarded, because HashWrapper sim-ulates the standard implementations of hashCode and equals. A standard implementationof toString is o�ered too.3.2 Changes to the Java Virtual MachineIn this section, we describe the modi�cations we have introduced in Ka�e OpenVM, for itto support Guaran�a.First of all, every Object had to contain a reference to its MetaObject. For the sakeof a simpler implementation, we have decided to add a �eld to the native description ofclass Object, instead of trying to encode this reference in modi�ed class descriptors. Themain drawback of this approach is that every object is augmented by one word; the mainadvantage is that checking whether an object is reective or not (i.e., is associated with anon-null meta-configuration or not) is fast.Classes are also Objects, thus they may also be associated with MetaObjects. The meta-object associated with a class will receive operations addressed to the class object itself, aswell as operations involving static methods or �elds of the class it represents. The reasonfor this uni�cation is that synchronized static methods acquire locks on the class object.Therefore, if the meta-configuration of a class object could be di�erent from the meta-conf-iguration that handles static operations of the corresponding class, the semantics of classmonitors in Java would not have been properly modeled in the meta level.The meta-object reference is hidden from Java programs; it is only accessible in theimplementation of the kernel of Guaran�a and in native code.7



The bytecodes that originally just invoked non-static methods now check whether thetarget Object is associated with a MetaObject. If it is, after performing dynamic binding,a method invocation Operation is constructed and performed, that is, operation handling,actual execution and result handling take place. The yielded Result is then un-rei�ed.The bytecode used to invoke static methods was also modi�ed, so that the Operation isintercepted only if the class is associated with a MetaObject.Bytecodes that used to read from and write to �elds were changed so that, if the Object(for non-static �elds) or the class (for static �elds) is associated with a MetaObject, theOperation is intercepted.Bytecodes used for indexing arrays, both for reading and for writing, as well as the byte-code for obtaining the length of an array, have been extended so that the array MetaObjectcan intercept such Operations.The bytecodes that allocate memory forObjects and arrays were changed so as to supportinterception of object creation. After they allocate memory for the new Object, they requestthe primary MetaObject of the creator of the new Object to con�gure it, a mechanism wehave named meta-configuration propagation.The creator of an Object is determined based on the method in which the object allo-cation bytecode appears. If it is a static method, the creator is the Class in which themethod is declared. Otherwise, the creator is the Object referred to by the keyword this,within that method invocation.After the new Object is con�gured, a NewObject Message is broadcast to the meta-conf-iguration of the Class of the new Object.Monitor-related bytecodes, as well as implicit entries and exits of object or class monitorsin synchronized methods, have been extended so that these Operations can be intercepted.In addition to bytecodes, the native implementation of the Java Core Reection APIand of the Java Native Interface had to be modi�ed to support interception.4 PerformanceWe have run some performance tests to try to evaluate the impact of introducing reectivecapabilities into a Java interpreter. Our tests have been performed on four di�erent plat-forms: a single-processor 167 MHz SPARC Ultra 1 (sparc-u1) running Solaris 2.6, a dual-processor 200 MHz SPARC Ultra Enterprise 2 (sparc-u2) running Solaris 2.5, a 100 MHzPentium (i586) running RedHat Linux 5.1, and a 233 MHz Pentium Pro (i686) runningRedHat Linux 5.0.On the Solaris platforms, the tests were run in real-time scheduling mode, so as to ensurethat no other processes would a�ect the measured times. On the GNU/Linux platforms,this scheduling mechanism was not available, so we just ensured that the tested hosts wereas lightly loaded as possible.On each host, we have run the same Java program, compiled with Sun JDK's Javacompiler, without optimization, to prevent method inlining. The produced bytecodes wereexecuted by di�erent interpreters under di�erent con�gurations.8



Some con�gurations involve the use of MetaLogger, an example of MetaObject dis-tributed with Guaran�a, that logs a message to the standard output every time one ofits methods is invoked. It is useful for observing the behavior of base-level objects associ-ated with it.Along the text, we are going to refer to the con�gurations using the following tags:KJ- Ka�e just-in-time (JIT) compiler without Guaran�a.KJG Ka�e JIT compiler with Guaran�a.JDK Sun Java Development Kit (JDK).KI- Ka�e interpreter without Guaran�a.KIG Ka�e interpreter with Guaran�a.KJN Ka�e JIT compiler with Guaran�a, intercepting all operations with a do-nothingmeta-object.KIN Ka�e interpreter with Guaran�a, intercepting all operations with a do-nothing meta-object.KJM Ka�e JIT compiler with Guaran�a, intercepting and logging all operations, results,messages, initializations and con�gurations with a MetaLogger.KIM Ka�e interpreter withGuaran�a, intercepting and logging all operations, results, mes-sages, initializations and con�gurations with a MetaLogger.We have used Guaran�a 1.4.1 and the snapshot of Ka�e 1.0.b1 distributed with it, andSun JDK 1.1.6 (the o�cial Solaris version and version 4a of the Blackdown Java-Linux port).Ka�e and Guaran�a were compiled with EGCS 1.1b, with default optimization levels.For each con�guration, we have timed several di�erent operations. Each operation wastimed by running it repeatedly inside a loop, with an iteration count large enough forelapsed time in the loop to be greater than 1 second. Each test was run 50 times oneach con�guration and platform, and the presented values are the average of the runs. All�gures are given in seconds. A change in the order of magnitude of the averages obtained isindicated by shifting the �gures to the left. As an example, observe Table 1. The programused to perform the tests is the one distributed with Guaran�a 1.4.1.We have also measured and averaged the compilation time of the test program itself,in the con�gurations that do not involve meta-objects, so as to estimate the overall perfor-mance impact on a real application caused by introducing the ability to intercept operations,without actually intercepting them.Section 4.19, page 22, contains a summarizing analysis of the data obtained during thetests. In that section, Table 18 and Table 19 are used to present a less fragmented view ofthe test data obtained so far. 9



4.1 Empty loopThis test consists exclusively of a loop that decrements a variable until it becomes zero. Itdoes not trigger any reective mechanism, as it only deals with a variable local to a method.We have included the average times for the empty loop (Table 1) because they can be usedas a benchmark for the other tests, as they are also based on measures of the time consumedby a loop that executes the block of instructions pertinent to this test. The times shown inTable 1 correspond to the time for a single iteration in the loop.Table 1: Empty loopConf i586 i686 sparc-u1 sparc-u2KJ- 3.1 e�8 2.1 e�8 6.0 e�8 5.0 e�8KJG 3.1 e�8 2.1 e�8 6.0 e�8 5.0 e�8JDK 2.1 e�7 2.0 e�7 3.0 e�7 2.4 e�7KI- 2.0 e�6 6.7 e�7 6.8 e�7 5.6 e�7KIG 1.2 e�6 5.7 e�7 6.8 e�7 5.6 e�7KJN 3.1 e�8 2.2 e�8 6.0 e�8 5.0 e�8KIN 1.2 e�6 5.7 e�7 6.8 e�7 5.6 e�7KJM 3.1 e�8 2.2 e�8 6.0 e�8 5.0 e�8KIM 1.2 e�6 5.7 e�7 6.8 e�7 5.6 e�74.2 Empty synchronized blockThe �gures presented in Table 2 correspond to the time needed to enter and exit an object'smonitor in a loop iteration. In the tests that involve meta-objects, both operations areintercepted. Table 2: Empty synchronized blockConf i586 i686 sparc-u1 sparc-u2KJ- 4.6 e�6 2.1 e�6 4.4 e�6 3.8 e�6KJG 5.2 e�6 2.4 e�6 5.6 e�6 3.9 e�6JDK 3.2 e�6 1.3 e�6 1.8 e�6 1.5 e�6KI- 9.5 e�6 4.3 e�6 7.3 e�6 5.8 e�6KIG 9.5 e�6 4.3 e�6 7.4 e�6 6.1 e�6KJN 5.5 e�4 1.8 e�4 3.3 e�4 2.5 e�4KIN 9.2 e�4 3.0 e�4 4.2 e�4 3.5 e�4KJM 2.8 e�2 7.5 e�3 1.3 e�2 9.4 e�3KIM 1.2 e�1 2.5 e�2 3.2 e�2 2.8 e�2
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Introducing interception ability in these two operations did not require modi�cationto the de�nition of bytecodes, as Ka�e implemented monitorenter and monitorexit bycalling C functions through preprocessor macros lockMutex and unlockMutex. These macroswere also called just before entering and exiting a synchronized method.We just had to rede�ne these macros so that alternate functions were called. Thesefunctions test whether the object passed as argument is associated with a meta-object ornot. If it is, a monitor enter or exit operation object will be created, and method performof the kernel of Guaran�a will be invoked to intercept it. If the meta-object reference inthe object is null, the original lock or unlock function will be called.4.3 Invoking a static methodThe numbers presented in Table 3 represent the amount of time spent on an invocation ofa static method that takes no arguments, and returns void. In the last four cases, theclass that declares the method is reective, so the invocation is intercepted. In order tobe able to intercept this kind of invocation, we had to modify the de�nition of bytecodeinvokestatic. Table 3: Invoking a static methodConf i586 i686 sparc-u1 sparc-u2KJ- 1.4 e�7 9.7 e�8 2.0 e�7 1.5 e�7KJG 2.6 e�7 1.2 e�7 2.4 e�7 2.0 e�7JDK 3.1 e�7 1.8 e�7 3.8 e�7 3.1 e�7KI- 9.8 e�6 4.3 e�6 5.3 e�6 4.8 e�6KIG 1.1 e�5 4.3 e�6 5.5 e�6 4.4 e�6KJN 3.0 e�4 9.9 e�5 2.0 e�4 1.5 e�4KIN 5.9 e�4 1.7 e�4 2.2 e�4 1.8 e�4KJM 1.2 e�2 3.4 e�3 5.6 e�3 3.5 e�3KIM 4.0 e�2 1.3 e�2 1.3 e�2 1.0 e�2In the interpreted case, before invoking recursively the interpreter function to run thestatic method, the new de�nition of this bytecode will check whether the class whosemethod is to be invoked is reective, i.e., if it is associated with a meta-object. If not,normal execution proceeds, otherwise a generic method invocation rei�cation function isinvoked. This function takes a pointer to the target object (in this case, since the methodis static, this pointer is null), a pointer to the structure that describes the method to beinvoked, a pointer to the top of the stack, onto which the arguments have been pushed, anda pointer to the stack slot where the return value should be stored.This function tests again whether a meta-object is associated with the target class (orobject); in general, a meta-object will be found, and an operation object representing themethod invocation will be created and performed. In order to create the operation object,the argument list must be copied, so we must �rst parse the signature of the method in11



order to �nd out how many stack slots the argument list takes, so that we do not copy toomuch or too little. After the execution of the operation, the result is stored in the providedstack slot.In the case of the just-in-time compiler, native code is generated so that, before pushingthe method arguments onto the stack, the target class is tested for the existence of a meta-object. If the method does not need to be intercepted, normal method invocation takesplace, otherwise, arguments are pushed onto the stack with an o�set of two words, so thata reference to the method to be called and a reference to the target object (null, in thiscase) can be passed as the �rst two arguments. Then, an interception function is selected,based on the return type of the called method.These interception functions all call a generic method invocation function provided byKa�e. This function tests if the target class (or object) is reective, and generates a directinvocation of the target method or an invocation of yet another interception function, butnow a generic one. This function takes a pointer to the target object's meta-object, apointer to the target object, a pointer to the method to be invoked, a va list3 containingthe arguments to be passed to the method, and a pointer to a union where the result of themethod should be stored. This function assumes the meta-object pointer is non-null, so italways rei�es the invocation. First, it parses the method signature to �nd out how manystack slots it takes, then it allocates a memory area of appropriate size, then it copies themethod arguments into this area, parsing the signature again to use the appropriate typesto read the argument values from the va list.After the operation is performed, the result is stored in the provided union. The genericmethod invocation function returns this value as a union, and the type-speci�c interceptionfunction extracts the correct return value from this union and returns it.4.4 Invoking a private methodTable 4 shows the cost of invoking a non-static private method of a potentially reectiveobject. The invokespecial bytecode, used in this kind of invocation, is also used forinvoking constructors and, in some cases, final methods. It is the fastest non-staticinvocation because it is statically bound. The invoked method, in our test case, has noarguments besides the implicit this, and returns void.The implementation of this bytecode was modi�ed almost exactly as the previous one,as the address of the method to be called is also known at JIT-compilation time. The onlydi�erence is that, instead of passing null as the place-holder for the pointer to the targetobject, the actual target object is passed.4.5 Invoking a non-final methodNon-private non-static methods declared in classes (i.e., not in interfaces) are dynam-ically bound on a per-object basis. Ka�e implements dynamic binding using a per-classdispatch table, so that the element of the dispatch table corresponding to an overriddenmethod points to the most derived overrider. In Table 5, we present the amount of time3A va list is a standard C structure that allows a function to accept a variable number of arguments.12



Table 4: Invoking a private methodConf i586 i686 sparc-u1 sparc-u2KJ- 1.6 e�7 1.1 e�7 2.0 e�7 1.5 e�7KJG 3.5 e�7 1.2 e�7 2.4 e�7 2.0 e�7JDK 3.6 e�7 1.9 e�7 4.7 e�7 3.8 e�7KI- 9.2 e�6 4.3 e�6 5.5 e�6 4.9 e�6KIG 1.2 e�5 4.6 e�6 7.6 e�6 4.4 e�6KJN 3.2 e�4 1.0 e�4 1.8 e�4 1.4 e�4KIN 6.5 e�4 1.7 e�4 2.3 e�4 1.9 e�4KJM 1.5 e�2 4.5 e�3 7.4 e�3 5.5 e�3KIM 5.9 e�2 1.8 e�2 1.8 e�2 1.9 e�2spent on invoking, with the invokevirtual bytecode, a do-nothing method that takes onlythe implicit this argument and returns void.Table 5: Invoking a non-final methodConf i586 i686 sparc-u1 sparc-u2KJ- 1.2 e�6 4.8 e�7 6.2 e�7 5.2 e�7KJG 1.6 e�6 1.3 e�6 5.8 e�7 5.2 e�7JDK 7.9 e�7 5.5 e�7 7.9 e�7 6.3 e�7KI- 1.1 e�5 4.6 e�6 5.7 e�6 5.3 e�6KIG 1.3 e�5 4.6 e�6 6.2 e�6 4.8 e�6KJN 3.3 e�4 1.1 e�4 2.0 e�4 1.5 e�4KIN 6.5 e�4 1.7 e�4 2.4 e�4 1.9 e�4KJM 1.4 e�2 4.7 e�3 7.9 e�3 5.6 e�3KIM 5.9 e�2 1.8 e�2 2.0 e�2 1.7 e�2The greatest di�culty for intercepting this bytecode was that, in JIT compiler mode,the dispatch table only contained pointers to the native code generated for each method,but Guaran�a needed pointers to the structures that describe methods. So, we modi�edthe format of the dispatch table, so as to accommodate our needs: it has become twice aslarge, in JIT mode, because it contains pointers both to the native code and to the methodstructure. If the target object is not reective, the pointer to native code is loaded fromthe dispatch table, otherwise, the pointer to the method structure is used to intercept themethod invocation, just like in the other invocation bytecodes.
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4.6 Invoking an interface methodWhen the static type of an object (i.e., the type known at compile-time) is an interfaceone, the bytecode used for a method invocation is invokeinterface. Dynamic binding ismuch more expensive than in the invokevirtual case, because interface methods cannotshare a common index in a dispatch table. Hence, for every invocation, the requestedmethod name and signature must be looked up in the object's class, as well as in itssuperclasses. Although, in our example, dynamic binding ends up selecting the same methodof the object used in the previous test, the dynamic binding takes much longer, as we canobserve in Table 6. Table 6: Invoking an interface methodConf i586 i686 sparc-u1 sparc-u2KJ- 2.9 e�6 1.2 e�6 1.8 e�6 1.5 e�6KJG 3.1 e�6 1.2 e�6 1.8 e�6 1.6 e�6JDK 1.2 e�6 8.5 e�7 9.2 e�7 8.0 e�7KI- 1.4 e�5 6.0 e�6 7.8 e�6 7.2 e�6KIG 1.3 e�5 5.6 e�6 9.4 e�6 6.4 e�6KJN 3.3 e�4 1.1 e�4 1.9 e�4 1.5 e�4KIN 6.7 e�4 1.8 e�4 2.4 e�4 1.9 e�4KJM 1.9 e�2 4.7 e�3 7.4 e�3 5.6 e�3KIM 5.9 e�2 1.8 e�2 2.0 e�2 1.5 e�2Once again, the data provided by the JIT compiler runtime was not enough for in-tercepting method invocations correctly: the function that would look up the interfacemethod and signature in the object's class and its superclasses would return a pointer tothe native code of the selected method, but we needed a method structure. Thus, we havemodi�ed the look up function, so that it would return the method structure and, if themethod did not have to be intercepted, we would load the address of the native code fromthe method structure, just as the look up function would have done.4.7 Loading a static �eldIn Table 7, we show how long it takes to load the value of a static int variable from of apotentially reective class into a local variable.The Ka�e interpreter implements the getstatic bytecode by looking up the address ofthe �eld in the �eld description structure and pushing its value onto the stack. A switchstatement selects the appropriate number of stack slots to allocate and the size of the datato be copied. Moving the loaded value from the stack to the local variable takes anotherbytecode, that is not modi�ed at all.For the getstatic bytecode to support interception, we have inserted the meta-objecttest just before the switch statement; if no meta-object is available, the original code is14



Table 7: Loading a static �eldConf i586 i686 sparc-u1 sparc-u2KJ- 1.4 e�7 3.1 e�8 6.6 e�8 5.5 e�8KJG 2.3 e�7 7.7 e�8 1.7 e�7 1.5 e�7JDK 3.2 e�7 2.8 e�7 4.7 e�7 3.7 e�7KI- 4.7 e�6 1.8 e�6 2.2 e�6 1.8 e�6KIG 4.6 e�6 1.8 e�6 2.6 e�6 1.8 e�6KJN 2.7 e�4 9.1 e�5 1.7 e�4 1.3 e�4KIN 6.1 e�4 1.6 e�4 2.2 e�4 1.7 e�4KJM 1.1 e�2 2.9 e�3 4.5 e�3 3.3 e�3KIM 4.4 e�2 9.7 e�3 1.1 e�2 1.2 e�2executed, otherwise, we run another switch statement that just allocates stack space for the�eld to be loaded, and call a generic �eld load interception function, passing to it a pointerto the class' meta-object, a pointer to the class structure, a pointer to the class where the�eld is declared (that is the same as the previous one, but is needed for non-static �elds),a pointer to the �eld structure, and a pointer to the stack slot where the value of the �eldshould be stored. This function assumes the meta-object is non-null, so it just creates anoperation object and performs it, storing the result of the operation into the provided stackslot.The JIT compiler is much faster, as it encodes the address of the �eld in the generatedcode, and it selects the appropriate load and store instructions at compile-time. Further-more, the value loaded into a register needs not be immediately stored in the stack frame,if it is going to be used in some other computation. Due to limitations in the JIT compiler,though, the register that represents the Java stack slot cannot be the same that representsthe local variable: they represent di�erent native stack slots. Furthermore, sooner or later,the registers have to be spilled onto their native stack slots, even if they are not going tobe used in the future: Ka�e does not currently perform any kind of global analysis.Introducing interception abilities in this bytecode has a rather high cost, because the testfor meta-object introduces new basic blocks in the program. Since Ka�e does not performglobal register allocation, it resets the state of all registers at the beginning of every basicblock and spills them all at block's end. A simple optimization has allowed us not to resetthe register states before the �eld load operation, despite the branch just before it, but,nevertheless, all registers are spilled after the �eld load, and, when the two branches mergeback, all registers are reset, so that the �eld value must be loaded back from the stack if itis going to be used in the next few instructions.In order to intercept �eld load operations, di�erent interception functions are used fordi�erent �eld types. They take all arguments the generic �eld load interception functiontake, except the pointer to the result stack slot: the result is returned by the type-speci�cfunctions. They just call the generic �eld load interception function, passing them a pointerto a local stack slot, then return the appropriate value extracted from this slot.15



4.8 Writing to a static �eldTable 8 gives the time needed to write the value of a zero-valued local variable in a staticint �eld of a potentially reective class.Table 8: Writing to a static �eldConf i586 i686 sparc-u1 sparc-u2KJ- 1.3 e�7 3.4 e�8 6.6 e�8 5.5 e�8KJG 3.5 e�7 6.6 e�8 1.3 e�7 1.1 e�7JDK 3.4 e�7 3.0 e�7 4.8 e�7 3.8 e�7KI- 5.4 e�6 1.9 e�6 2.2 e�6 1.8 e�6KIG 4.1 e�6 1.8 e�6 2.7 e�6 1.9 e�6KJN 2.8 e�4 9.1 e�5 1.7 e�4 1.3 e�4KIN 5.9 e�4 1.6 e�4 2.1 e�4 1.7 e�4KJM 1.1 e�2 3.2 e�3 4.7 e�3 3.6 e�3KIM 3.8 e�2 1.0 e�2 1.5 e�2 1.2 e�2The modi�ed bytecode, in this case, is putstatic. In the Ka�e interpreter implemen-tation, it would just perform a switch statement, write the value on top of the stack ontothe �eld address, and pop it from the stack. Our modi�ed implementation includes a meta-object existence test. If a non-null meta-object is associated with the class that declaresthe static �eld, a generic �eld write interception function is called. This function takesthe same arguments that the generic �eld load interception function expects, but, in thiscase, the pointer to the stack slot contains the value to be written.In the JIT compiler case, all the optimizations and overheads presented in the previoussection apply.4.9 Loading a non-static �eldThe times needed to obtain the value of a �eld of type int from an object, that may bereective, and store it in a local variable, are displayed in Table 9.One of the two di�erences between the getfield bytecode, used in this case, andgetstatic, already described, has to do with the arguments passed to the interceptionfunctions: in this case, the second argument is the object whose �eld is going to be loaded,instead of a duplicated pointer to the class object.The other di�erence is that, in the static case, the addresses of the class and of the�eld are known at compile-time, so they are treated as constants in the compiled code; inthe non-static case, the address of the class is still used, as the third argument to theinterception function, but the address of the object is only known at execution time, and,instead of the absolute address of the �eld, the �eld o�set is encoded in the compiled code.
16



Table 9: Loading a non-static �eldConf i586 i686 sparc-u1 sparc-u2KJ- 6.9 e�8 4.1 e�8 6.0 e�8 5.0 e�8KJG 2.7 e�7 7.6 e�8 1.5 e�7 1.3 e�7JDK 3.5 e�7 2.5 e�7 5.4 e�7 4.4 e�7KI- 7.2 e�6 2.0 e�6 2.4 e�6 2.0 e�6KIG 5.6 e�6 2.0 e�6 2.9 e�6 2.0 e�6KJN 2.8 e�4 9.3 e�5 1.7 e�4 1.3 e�4KIN 6.1 e�4 1.6 e�4 2.1 e�4 1.7 e�4KJM 1.2 e�2 4.7 e�3 6.9 e�3 5.4 e�3KIM 5.5 e�2 1.5 e�2 1.7 e�2 1.6 e�24.10 Writing to a non-static �eldTable 10 lists the duration of an operation that stores the value of a local variable, initializedto zero, into an integer �eld of an object whose meta-object may be non-null.Table 10: Writing to a non-static �eldConf i586 i686 sparc-u1 sparc-u2KJ- 1.3 e�7 3.1 e�8 5.4 e�8 4.5 e�8KJG 2.5 e�7 6.1 e�8 9.0 e�8 7.5 e�8JDK 3.6 e�7 2.9 e�7 5.5 e�7 4.4 e�7KI- 6.7 e�6 2.1 e�6 2.4 e�6 2.0 e�6KIG 4.9 e�6 2.0 e�6 3.0 e�6 2.1 e�6KJN 2.9 e�4 9.2 e�5 1.7 e�4 1.3 e�4KIN 5.9 e�4 1.6 e�4 2.1 e�4 1.7 e�4KJM 1.6 e�2 3.9 e�3 6.4 e�3 5.2 e�3KIM 5.7 e�2 1.5 e�2 1.8 e�2 1.6 e�2One important di�erence between the putfield bytecode and the other �eld-relatedbytecodes is that the stack position of the object whose �eld is to be written to dependson the type of the �eld. For this reason, what used to be a single switch statement inthe implementation of Ka�e has been split into two separate ones: �rst, we �nd out wherein the stack the target object of the operation is located, so we can check whether it isreective or not. If it is not, the original switch statement stores the top of the stackonto the object's �eld. Otherwise, a �eld write interception function is called, just like theputstatic does, except that the second argument is a pointer to the object, not to theclass. The additional switch statement a�ects only the interpreter, because, in the JITcompiler, it is only evaluated at compile-time. Nevertheless, the discussions in the previoussections apply to this bytecode too. 17



4.11 Loading the length of an arrayThe time needed to load the length of a possibly reective array of int, of length 1, intoa local variable, is presented in Table 11.Table 11: Loading the length of an arrayConf i586 i686 sparc-u1 sparc-u2KJ- 6.9 e�8 4.1 e�8 6.0 e�8 5.0 e�8KJG 2.5 e�7 7.7 e�8 1.4 e�7 1.3 e�7JDK 3.7 e�7 2.7 e�7 5.4 e�7 4.3 e�7KI- 2.9 e�6 1.2 e�6 1.3 e�6 1.1 e�6KIG 2.4 e�6 1.1 e�6 1.3 e�6 1.2 e�6KJN 2.7 e�4 8.8 e�5 1.7 e�4 1.3 e�4KIN 5.6 e�4 1.5 e�4 2.1 e�4 1.7 e�4KJM 8.4 e�3 3.1 e�3 4.5 e�3 3.4 e�3KIM 4.3 e�2 9.7 e�3 1.4 e�2 9.9 e�3Although the length of an array is not properly a �eld of the array object, the codeproduced by the original JIT compiler for the arraylength and the getfield bytecodes isidentical, as the length of an array is stored in a �xed o�set of the object that representsthe array. On the interpreter, however, arraylength operation is much faster getfield,because the o�set of the length is known at interpreter compile-time, it does not have tobe looked up in a �eld structure.As usual, we have added the meta-object existence test before the execution of theregular array length operation. If the array is found to be reective, both engines justcall a function that takes a pointer to the array object and returns the array length. Thisfunction tests again whether the array is reective. If its meta-object has become null, thelength of the array is returned immediately. Otherwise, an operation object is created andperformed, then its result is returned. The JIT performance incurs in the register spillingand reloading overhead in this case too.4.12 Loading an element of an arrayStoring in a local variable the �rst element of the array used in the previous section takesthe amount of time displayed in Table 12.There are di�erent array element load operations for each primitive type, and yet anotherfor object types. However, their implementations are identical, except for the calculation ofthe o�set from the beginning of the array and the actual element load instruction. Therefore,there is no need to time all possible array operations. We have probably selected an intarray, accessed through the iaload bytecode, so as to save typing, since int is the shortesttype name in Java. The fact that it �ts exactly in the registers of the tested platforms hasjust made the results look worse, because there is no need for any conversion that mighthave reduced the relative overhead introduced by Guaran�a.18



Table 12: Loading an element of an arrayConf i586 i686 sparc-u1 sparc-u2KJ- 1.1 e�7 5.2 e�8 1.1 e�7 7.7 e�8KJG 3.3 e�7 1.0 e�7 1.7 e�7 1.5 e�7JDK 3.7 e�7 2.2 e�7 6.4 e�7 5.1 e�7KI- 8.3 e�6 1.4 e�6 1.5 e�6 1.3 e�6KIG 2.9 e�6 1.3 e�6 1.5 e�6 1.3 e�6KJN 2.8 e�4 9.0 e�5 1.7 e�4 1.3 e�4KIN 5.6 e�4 1.5 e�4 2.1 e�4 1.7 e�4KJM 7.8 e�3 2.2 e�3 3.8 e�3 3.2 e�3KIM 3.8 e�2 9.4 e�3 1.0 e�2 9.8 e�3We have introduced a meta-object existence test in all array load bytecodes before thearray bound check, so that the meta-level can make arrays seem larger than they actuallyare. If a meta-object is associated with the array, interception occurs. In the interpretercase, a generic array load interception function is called. It takes, as arguments, a pointerto the array meta-object, a pointer to the array itself, the index of the array element tobe loaded, and the stack slot where it should be stored. The JIT, on the other hand, usesspecialized functions for each di�erent type, that return the loaded values. Because of theadditional basic blocks, register spilling and reloading becomes necessary.4.13 Writing to an element of an arrayThe �gures in Table 13 represent the time spent by an operation that stores the value of azero-initialized local variable into the �rst element of the aforementioned array.Table 13: Writing to an element of an arrayConf i586 i686 sparc-u1 sparc-u2KJ- 9.9 e�8 5.6 e�8 8.9 e�8 7.2 e�8KJG 3.3 e�7 8.7 e�8 1.3 e�7 1.1 e�7JDK 4.2 e�7 3.1 e�7 6.4 e�7 5.1 e�7KI- 3.4 e�6 1.4 e�6 1.5 e�6 1.2 e�6KIG 2.9 e�6 1.3 e�6 1.5 e�6 1.3 e�6KJN 2.9 e�4 9.1 e�5 1.7 e�4 1.3 e�4KIN 5.5 e�4 1.6 e�4 2.1 e�4 1.7 e�4KJM 9.3 e�3 2.5 e�3 4.5 e�3 3.3 e�3KIM 3.7 e�2 9.9 e�3 1.4 e�2 9.4 e�3The only di�erence between the array load and the array store bytecodes is the directionof the array element data. In this case, the interpreter calls a generic array store interception19



function that takes a pointer to the stack slot that contains the value to be stored, and theJIT compiler calls type-speci�c interception functions that take the value to be stored as anadditional argument. Register management overhead due to additional basic blocks appliestoo.4.14 Creating objectsCreating an object involves allocating memory for an object and invoking its constructor,that are two separate operations at bytecode level. Furthermore, if we were to run a testprogram to time this operation, it would inevitably be inuenced by the cost of garbagecollection. Since the garbage collector cannot be controlled reliably, because of di�erentobject sizes and increased size of JIT-generated code, we have decided not to run this test.The �rst bytecode involved in the creation of an object is new, that allocates the amountof memory necessary for an object of a speci�ed class and initializes all its �elds with zeroesand nulls, except its dispatch table, that is initialized to point to the dispatch table of itsclass. This bytecode is implemented as an invocation of a function that takes a pointer toa class and returns a pointer to the newly created object. We have modi�ed this bytecodeso that it calls an alternate function that takes an additional argument: a pointer to thecreator of the new object. After this function calls the original object creation function, itcalls a generic meta-configuration propagation one.This propagation function checks whether the creator has a meta-object. If it does, itinvokes method con�gure of that meta-object, then sets the new object's meta-configura-tion to the meta-object returned by this method. Afterwards, if the object's class has anon-null meta-configuration, a NewObject message is created and broadcast to the class'meta-configuration, by invoking method broadcast of the kernel of Guaran�a.If neither the creator nor the class are reective, the reection overhead in bytecode newis minimal, and it is the same for both the interpreter and the JIT compiler.The second bytecode involved in object creation is invokespecial, used to invoke thenew object's constructor. We have already presented the overhead introduced in this oper-ation in Table 4.4.15 Creating arraysThere are two di�erent bytecodes for creating arrays: one that creates arrays of primitivetypes, and another that creates arrays of class types. The implementation of these bytecodesis very similar, and both were modi�ed exactly like bytecode new: the array creation functioncalls gained an additional argument, a pointer to the array creator, and were changed soas to call alternate functions that supported this additional argument. After invoking theoriginal array creation functions, they would call the generic meta-configuration propagationfunction. Since arrays do not have constructors, the additional overhead due to constructorinvocation does not exist.
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4.16 Creating arrays of arraysThe multianewarray bytecode creates multi-dimensional arrays as a single operation. Thisbytecode was modi�ed in a slightly di�erent manner: instead of creating an alternate func-tion that would call the original multi-array creation one, we have modi�ed the functionitself, so that it would support an additional argument, a pointer to the array creator.The rationale for this di�erence is that, just after creating the top-level array, the cre-ator's meta-configuration must be propagated into this array, so that, when the sub-arraysare created, the meta-configuration of the container array is already set up to propagateinto them.4.17 Printing a StringAs a �rst attempt to measure the overall impact of the introduction of reection, we havemeasured how long it takes for the System.err object to print the String ``Hello world!''and skip to the next line. The obtained times are listed in Table 14.Table 14: Printing a StringConf i586 i686 sparc-u1 sparc-u2KJ- 2.8 e�4 8.2 e�5 1.4 e�4 1.1 e�4KJG 4.1 e�4 8.7 e�5 1.5 e�4 1.2 e�4JDK 3.7 e�4 1.9 e�4 2.2 e�4 1.8 e�4KI- 1.6 e�3 4.3 e�4 5.8 e�4 5.1 e�4KIG 1.8 e�3 4.5 e�4 6.1 e�4 5.0 e�4KJN 3.7 e�4 9.7 e�5 1.6 e�4 1.3 e�4KIN 1.8 e�3 4.6 e�4 5.8 e�4 4.8 e�4KJM 3.5 e�4 1.0 e�4 1.4 e�4 1.1 e�4KIM 1.8 e�3 4.7 e�4 5.8 e�4 5.2 e�4No objects are created in this operation, so no garbage collection takes place. Further-more, since neither class System nor object System.err are reective, no interception takesplace.4.18 Compiling a programTiming the compilation of the test program with the various available interpreters hasproduced the �gures in Table 15. We have not timed the executions with meta-objects,because, at this point, we are only interested in measuring the overall performance penaltyintroduced by the potential of intercepting operations.On short-running applications like this, most of the time is spent on virtual machine ini-tialization and JIT compilation, not on running the application itself. The virtual machinestart-up, for example, involves executing very large array initialization methods, whose JIT-21



Table 15: Compiling a program: total execution timeConf i586 i686 sparc-u1 sparc-u2KJ- 1.7 e+1 5.1 e+0 9.1 e+0 7.5 e+0KJG 2.3 e+1 7.2 e+0 1.2 e+1 9.6 e+0JDK 4.8 e+0 2.1 e+0 2.2 e+0 1.9 e+0KI- 3.0 e+1 9.2 e+0 1.3 e+1 1.1 e+1KIG 3.2 e+1 9.4 e+0 1.3 e+1 1.0 e+1compilation wastes a lot of memory and CPU cycles, because these methods are executedonly once.Although a complex program, involving several similar classes, is being compiled, Ta-ble 16 shows that more than 50% of the total time was spent on JIT-compiling Java Coreclasses and the Java compiler itself. Table 17 presents the di�erences between the total timeand the JIT-compilation time, that represents the time spent on running the actual appli-cation. Hence, long running applications, that repeatedly run the same methods, shouldpresent a reection overhead similar to the relative overhead of this table.Table 16: Compiling a program: JIT compilation timeConf i586 i686 sparc-u1 sparc-u2KJ- 3.9 e+0 1.3 e+0 1.8 e+0 1.9 e+0KJG 8.0 e+0 2.8 e+0 3.3 e+0 2.9 e+0Table 17: Compiling a program: disregarding JIT-compilation timeConf i586 i686 sparc-u1 sparc-u2KJ- 1.3 e+1 3.8 e+0 7.3 e+0 5.5 e+0KJG 1.6 e+1 4.5 e+0 8.8 e+0 6.7 e+04.19 Overall analysisIn Table 18, we present the relative slow down caused by adding interception code to theKa�e interpreter on all tested platforms. Table 19 contains the corresponding data for theKa�e JIT compiler. The listed �gures are calculated from numbers with a higher precisionthan the ones presented in the previous tables, so that rounding of those values does nota�ect the �gures in this table. 22



Table 18: Overall analysis (interpreter engine)Table Number and Mnemonic i586 i686 sparc-u1 sparc-u21: emptyloop �41% �15% �0% �0%2: monitorenter/exit �0% +1% +0% +4%3: invokestatic +13% +0% +4% �8%4: invokespecial +30% +8% +38% �10%5: invokevirtual +17% �0% +7% �9%6: invokeinterface �3% �7% +20% �10%7: getstatic �3% �2% +20% �0%8: putstatic �23% �3% +24% +4%9: get�eld �22% �2% +19% �0%10: put�eld �26% �2% +25% +6%11: arraylength �18% �9% +2% +12%12: iaload �64% �6% +1% �0%13: iastore �14% �3% +1% +1%14: println +6% +4% +3% �2%15: compile +5% +2% �2% �3%The table only compares executions that do not involve meta-objects, because, whena meta-object intercepts an operation, the cost of the operation grows by some orders ofmagnitude. In fact, intercepting a simple operation involves dozens of method invocations,some of them implemented in native code that calls Java code. In addition to the fact thatKa�e interface for calling Java from native code is very slow, we should also consider thatevery intercepted operation causes the creation of an operation object and a result object,that must be garbage collected, and garbage collection is slow and unpredictable.In certain combinations of platform and engine, an operation executes faster on Guara-n�a than on the corresponding combination without it. This is quite hard to explain, sinceGuaran�a always executes at least as much code as Ka�e does. The tests have been veri�edso as to ensure that the results are correct, and the generation of the tables from the testruns is totally automated, so there is no place for human error. The better performancecan be attributed to factors such as improved fast-RAM cache hit ratio or alignment issues.The overhead introduced by interception on the interpreter engine is mostly small, be-cause the interpreter is usually orders of magnitude slower than the test for existence ofa meta-object. The JIT, however, is severely a�ected by increased register pressure andadditional register spilling and reloading. JIT-compilation costs have increased too, as ourtests have shown, but they have only a�ected the �gures of the compile test. In all othercases, we ensure that a method is JIT-compiled before we start timing its execution.Although the interception code has introduced moderate penalties for invoking staticand private methods, the most common kind of invocation (non-final) causes a verysmall overhead, except on i686, and interface invocations are almost not a�ected at all.The bad results for some invocation bytecodes on one x86 platform but not on the otheris unexpected, considering that it executes exactly the same code on both. It looks likethese tests introduce pathological pipeline stalls or branch prediction errors that degrade23



Table 19: Overall analysis (JIT-compiler engine)Table Number and Mnemonic i586 i686 sparc-u1 sparc-u21: emptyloop +0% +1% +0% +0%2: monitorenter/exit +12% +10% +27% +3%3: invokestatic +91% +20% +23% +34%4: invokespecial +119% +8% +19% +28%5: invokevirtual +30% +158% �6% +0%6: invokeinterface +7% +2% +3% +2%7: getstatic +68% +148% +163% +163%8: putstatic +180% +97% +90% +90%9: get�eld +293% +86% +149% +149%10: put�eld +103% +96% +66% +66%11: arraylength +258% +86% +140% +150%12: iaload +191% +98% +55% +95%13: iastore +236% +55% +41% +45%14: println +45% +6% +5% +12%15: compile +36% +42% +32% +29%16: compile-JIT +105% +112% +81% +54%17: compile-di� +16% +17% +20% +20%performance, since the average penalty, measured in compile-diff, is very similar on bothx86 platforms, and much lower than most of the individual penalties.On the other hand, the bad results for all load and store operations on the JIT enginesare expected, for the reasons already presented. Fortunately, in object-oriented applications,�eld and array operations are usually intertwined with method invocations and object cre-ations. Since the latter operations incur a much smaller penalty, and they are one order ofmagnitude slower than the former ones, the net performance penalty may be acceptable, asthe introduction of reective capabilities may pay o�.5 Future optimizationsThe reection overhead on the interpreter is almost negligible, so there is very little needto worry about optimizing it any further. For the JIT code, there is little hope for similarlysmall overheads, though. One possible approach would be to implement all operations, even�eld and array ones, as invocations of dynamically generated JIT-compiled code. Then,instead of having to load the meta-object reference before performing an operation, anextended dispatch table would contain pointers to these JIT-generated functions, on non-reective objects, and to interceptor functions, in the case of reective objects.Unfortunately, we do not think this solution would do very well: �rst, because we wouldhave to look up the dispatch table before executing every single operation, and the virtualmethod invocation cost is currently much higher than non-virtual method invocation, so wewould end up increasing the cost of most operations, instead of reducing it.24



Furthermore, invoking a function requires saving most registers on some ABIs, but this isnot required when contents of memory addresses are loaded directly, as �eld load operationsare currently implemented. In fact, the wayGuaran�a is currently implemented means that,whenever a �eld or array operation is performed, registers must be saved because it might benecessary to invoke an interceptor function. A promising optimization involves not savingregisters at all in case no interception is necessary, and modifying the interception code sothat it leaves registers just like the original code would. This would decrease the cost ofboth branches, because they currently save all registers and mark them all as unused beforethey join to proceed to the next instruction. Furthermore, if the JIT compiler ever getssmarter about global register allocation, the additional branches introduced by Guaran�awill not get it confused.One of the reasons why actually intercepting an operation is slow is that it always in-volves creating two objects: the rei�ed operation and the rei�ed result. We might thinkof optimizing away the instantiation of these objects, by de�ning specialized interceptor(handle) methods for di�erent kinds of operations and results. However, this would com-plicate the meta-object protocol without solving the problem, because then, instead ofinstantiating operations and results, it would be necessary to dynamically create instancesof Method and Field.However, it might be possible to optimize away the construction of a result object, if itis not requested. In the case of method invocations, we could also try to allocate a singlechunk of memory, to contain both the operation object and the argument list, instead ofallocating two chunks.The most important optimization is in the native method invocation interface. When-ever a method is invoked from native code, its signature is parsed several times, so as tocalculate its size, build an argument list, �ll it in, then actually invoke the method. A lot ofthis work could be done in advance, and, in the JIT engine, it would be possible to generatespecialized dispatchers, fragments of code that would take an argument list in a standardformat and call the desired method with the arguments properly converted to the callingconvention. In case of intercepting a method invocation, we could also have a pre-compiledinterceptor, that would reify the invocation much faster than the current code.6 ConclusionsThe implementation of the reective architecture of Guaran�a required some modi�cationsin a Java interpreter, but not in the Java programming language. Thus, any programcreated and compiled with any Java compiler will run on our implementation, and it willbe possible to use reective mechanisms in order to extend them.Unfortunately, our implementation depends on a particular interpreter, but we can proveit is impossible to implement our meta-object protocol transparently in 100% Pure Java,due to limitations related with native methods and bytecode veri�cation.Our modi�cations have reduced the speed of the interpreter, but we believe the exibil-ity introduced by the reective capabilities outweighs this inconvenience. Furthermore, the25
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